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YOUR 50th Anniversary Clothing

From Your Editor

Well, I have finally managed to sit down to put together the first newsletter of the Forest of Dean Caving
Club since I was asked to take on the role as editor at the AGM. My thanks go to the previous incumbents
in this role, you set the bar high. A crowded area of publication this newsletter business I realise suddenly.
Sitting in my inbox are such auspicious titles as the NAMHO newsletter, the Cambrian newsletter and
GCRG newsletter. So in an effort to differentiate this publication, keep your interest and not duplicate the
information in these other worthy titles, I shall make this (as far as is possible) Your Newsletter, about Your
Caving Club, of which you are a part.
And there is nothing like coincidence; as I am pondering how to express my thoughts a SARCALL message
arrives on my phone. Thankfully a mere test so after a flurry of conversations with other club members, I
can continue with my musings.
Your club is over fifty years old, many of you will have enjoyed the celebrations at Clearwell Caves, but you
still have the chance to get the tee shirt, which is why the back of the tee shirt is this editions front cover.
I hope you enjoy perusing this pamphlet; your feedback is welcome and your contributions, required!
Adrian

New Members

We welcome into the Royal Forest of Dean Caving Club
family, these fine and upstanding individuals:
Greg Davies, Phil Checkits and Viviana Culshaw
Be seeing you.
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News From YOUR Meets Secretary
Dates for YOUR Diary

This is your first newsletter for a while and the first that I have assembled for your perusal.

Date

Location

Information

Venue and time

2nd March

Rising Sun –
Mosely Green
S. Wales –
Chartist Cave

“get to know your club” evening

2000

A very interesting cave once the entrance
has been located! Huge potential for a
very large system
Superb cave with plenty of trips to suit
the experienced and novice alike
Andy Clark’s Ethiopian Adventures

0900 Coleford
car Park

Jon
Holden

0900 Coleford
Car Park
2000

Jon
Holden

0900 Coleford
Car Park

Jon
Holden

0900 Coleford
Car Park

Jon
Holden

15th March
29th March

S. Wales - OFD

April 13th

Rising Sun –
Mosely Green
Yorkshire

April 16th 19th
3rd May

S. Wales Pant
Mawr Pot

11th May

Rising Sun –
Mosely Green
Yorkshire

22nd – 29th
May
27th May

Wyndcliff

6th June

S. Wales - OFD

12th – 14th
June

Dean Field
Studies Centre,
Parkend
South Wales Ystradfellte

21st June
6th July

Symonds Yat

th

12 July

GCRG Depot,
Cinderford

A few days dangling down those pots up
North. Trips for all abilities including SRT
training!
Celebrate the day before ‘star wars day’
with a trip down this interesting stream
cave – complete with a 20m ladder pitch!
Andy and Nicky report on their
Meghalaya trip
An extended Yorkshire trip with plenty to
do including the Gaping Gyll Winch meet.
Plenty of exchanges and crossovers!
The Treasure Hut,

Contact

2000
Jon
Holden
TBC

Superb cave with plenty of trips to suit
the experienced and novice alike
BCRC Event

0900 Coleford
Car Park
See website

Rhys
WIlliams
Jon
Holden
GCRG

Lots of options from Little Neath River
cave to Town Drain!
climbing/caving/walking/biking?

0900 Coleford
Car Park
TBC

Jon
Holden
TBC
GCRG

Charity Auction in support of the GCRG

Important notes






It is important to make contact with the trip organiser at least a week before the trip
happens. This is so we can effectively make use of car sharing and also to tailor trips
accordingly.
Trips maybe cancelled at short notice due to unforeseen circumstances i.e. weather, illness,
lack of interest!
Some trips may need SRT kit, I may be able to supply one or two but will obviously need to
know in advance!
If there are trips that you would like to see happening in the 2nd part of 2015 then please get
in contact with myself.

Jon Holden
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YOUR Club Activities
Courtesy of a discussion started by Roger Bailey at the AGM, it was evident that your club
members are quite an active lot especially on Wednesday evenings. This is great and shows
you are part of a healthy club. The challenge is that we no longer come together in one pub
afterwards to describe the length of passage, depth of pitch or the hanging death that has
attracted our interest on that day.
We shall try to address this situation here in what may hopefully turn out to be a semi-regular
feature, where the spot light is turned on a particular group or groups to share in their
exploits. - ed
Group name– The Chepstow Diggers
Group size – Usually between 5 to 8, but on odd occasions this can vary from 3 to 12.
Activity – Our present project is Cowshill Cave at Hewelsfield, which the team dig almost
religiously on Wednesday evenings.
The site has been dug and engineered with 40 tonnes of concrete from nothing more than a tiny
sink hole making the farmers pond water drain away.
The large diameter 8m vertical pipe entrance shaft has a fixed ladder, down to the concrete
secured corridor, which drops via another short ladder into the first chamber. The diggers
tried digging several ways on from the chamber, but they were eventually forced to bite the
bullet and follow the main water sink, digging and scaffolding vertically down through mud
and boulders. At about 30m depth a stream way was reached which is now nearly 80m of very
hard won crawling passage, most of which has been extensively enlarged to allow exploration
to continue.
A few respites have been found along the way including The Elephant's Appendage Chamber.
The diggers are now excited to be heading towards a draughting drop where a waterfall can
be clearly heard.
All members are welcome to come along to just have a look around or join in with the digging
actives. To avoid getting soaked over-suits are required if venturing down the stream way.
Potential visitors are also advised to check with Jan as occasionally the digging night may get
swapped and if you just want to look around a non digging evening might be better.
Contact(s) for the group – Jan Karvik, j.karvik@talktalk.net 01291 625741, 07788 194848.

Dave

Lost and Found
Whilst caving last night (25/02/15) in the Crater area of Noxon Park, Bream and near
to some exposed divers lines, a (lady’s?) stainless steel cased Casio digital watch with
a stainless steel strap was found. It was upon a large lump of rock quietly ticking
away to itself. The rightful owner can contact Dave Tuffley on 07799617934 or
davidtuffley@btinternet.com for its return.
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News from the Grottage
NENTHEAD dates

EASTER, starting Thurs 2nd April for a long week.
The longest explorable mine complex in the UK

NAMHO 2015 - End of May Bank Holiday www.nentheadmines.com/2014/12/02/namho-conference-2015/
In both instances, Bunkhouse accommodation can be booked from Mole.

WETSINK: the 10th longest cave in the UK? Maybe not – a maze cave, at Nenthead,
accessed by miners in the early 1800’s, is now being surveyed. At present, the
surveyed length is 11.7 km! That of Wetsink is 10km.

CAMBRIAN CAVING COUNCIL N/L – Is now available on the CCC website – clubs are
no longer sent the Newsletter, a retrograde step!

FoDCCAG AGM: is at the GCRG Depot, on Thursday 12th March, 7.00 for 7.30pm.
Mole, 10.2.15

On-line
An online site which is well worth a look at for those
photographers with ambition (and a head for heights!)
www.shonephotography.com
Those who like "Old Industries Boys Toys" will find the
Hereford Water Works Museum well worth a visit,
certainly on the "In Steam
days" www.waterworksmuseum.org.uk
Roger Bailey
Some Pathe news reel of the Neil Moss Tragedy can now
be found at http://youtu.be/-DOdK45sBnk,
ed
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From YOUR Dig Face
Cowshill Cave
Length: 156m, Depth: 39m

plan

elev

Surveying down Cowshill with help from
Dan and Jan. Rhys did a rough survey leg
down the ongoing anniversary
streamway, limited by the conditions, but
the cave length now stands at 156m, with
a depth of 39m.
Here is a line survey overlaid onto the
aerial photo and block representations
from Survex; they don't really show the
full extent of the new chamber very well,
but it's 6m long by 5m across and at one
point the roof is 6m up.
The ongoing streamway now stretches
right under the road. The climb up and
ante-chamber off the main chamber
heads back towards our entrance rather
than towards the other depression.
Created by Rhys Williams using Survex
software
Google Aerial photos, reproduced under
their "fair use" policy
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From YOUR Librarian

RFDCC Library
As you will know over the last couple of
years I have been going through the
process of scaling down the RFDCC library.
This is in order to make it more
manageable, storable, and more suited to
the requirements of the members.

A large proportion of the unwanted
library items have been taken by the GSS
and so are still available to the RFDCC
membership. The GSS library is stored at
the cave rescue depot in Cinderford. If
you have any enquiries, please contact
librarian@gloucester-speleo.org

The RFDCC library currently contains a
selection of caving books, Descent, Caves
and Caving magazines, National
periodicals, dvds, as well as local club
Newsletters and Journals. The library
index can be found on the RFDCC website
and will be up-dated shortly. If anyone
would like to borrow any item, please
contact me librarian@rdfcc.org.uk
The BCA also has an extensive library
which is available to members, and an
on-line search facility.
See http://caving-library.org.uk/ for more
details.
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“Wells and Springs”
During the 1930’s the Geological Survey Office issued a series of Memoirs covering the
water supply of various counties of England.
I have “Wells and Springs of Herefordshire.” Published in 1935, but in “as new” condition,
priced then at 3s. 0d. net (that’s in old money). The one I would like to get is “Wells and
Springs of Gloucestershire”, about 80 quid in new money on e-bay. However as they were
both written by the same author (L. Richardson) I am assuming that in an area of interest
both books overlap the information is the same.
I have always thought that the Slaughter Resurgence is rather small for the drainage
area it covers, for besides the main inputs there must be many minor ones.
Years ago we heard tales that after a dry period a local cloudburst had occurred and the
Wye “Welled up” in an area close to the resurgence. This view of there being resurgence in
the bed of the Wye is also held by Richardson.
How could we find the missing resurgence? Put a large amount of fluorecine in
Slaughter Stream Cave streamway and hope and see if the river turns green away from the
Slaughter resurgence. NO!! Some years ago a quantity of dye was put in a St Briavels sink
and the fish ponds at Clanna had an unusual hue on the first day of the fishing season, which
caused great upset amongst the worm drowning community.
Wait for a local cloudburst and look for a “bump” in the Wye. Plenty of heavy rainstorms but
organising a watch on the Wye is difficult.
The only ways I can think of is to use a sensitive digital thermometer which has a
thermocouple attached on a reasonably long lead and from a boat and dip down to the river
bottom and check for a temperature difference. For those not familiar with thermocouples
they are two dissimilar metals in contact which emit a small voltage the size depending on
temperature. Thermocouples and digital thermometers are available from “Radio Spares”.
This method would need a long, hot and dry summer, a rare event these days.
Or, maybe the divers among our local cavers could examine the river bed for suitable
rifts, holes or deep but clean washed patches of gravel. Tempt them with the thought of
discovering a fabulous “through trip”!

Roger Bailey
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Otter Hole NEEDS YOU!
Wanted:
Competent cavers to share the beauty and FUN of Otter Hole

Yes – FUN!

Becoming an Otter Hole Leader, despite what you may think, is a pretty cool thing to do,
Ok, it’s MUDDY, it’s HARD WORK, BUT – it is very rewarding. You get to meet other cavers from all
over the country, and make contacts for your own caving trips further afield, you get to share the
amazement of people seeing the formations for the first time, and you do your bit for cavers to come
by preserving the cave and doing a bit to return it to a pristine state. For anyone who has never
cleaned stal before, it’s addictive! You see a mud covered rock reveal itself to be gleaming white
calcite, well worth the effort.
So – if you are interested in becoming a leader, please contact Nicky Bayley at Otter@rfdcc.org.uk
Initially, you just tag along with another trip and pick up the ropes. If we get enough leaders on board,
you will only be asked to sign up for one trip a year – that’s not too bad is it!!?
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